IRROmesh NODE INSTALL
for Seasonal Crops

**Important:**
Cap off each wire of any unused Node wires before banding and taping out of the way.

**Pole Recommendations:**
- 1" EMT (galvanized steel electrical conduit).
- OR –
  Top Rail (chain-link fence upper horizontal pipe sections).

Band clamps used are stainless steel hose clamps.

- Optional Rain Gauge
- Optional Pressure Switch
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IRROmesh BASE INSTALL for Seasonal Crops

Position Facing South above Canopy

Extend above canopy as needed.

A minimum vertical separation of 26" (.7 m) between the Base and Gateway antennas is recommended.

Pole Recommendations:
1" EMT (galvanized steel electrical conduit).
- OR -
Top Rail (chain-link fence upper horizontal pipe sections).

Battery Pack

Band clamps used are stainless steel hose clamps.
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